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The study of numan learning has neglecter
interpersonal learning, Rainly because of it complexity. Mo',;ever,

witn tr recent develont ot a new t othodoicgy and research
paradigm, em]irical stidies nave been initiated. This is a report on
one sun study, involving 40 male University ot Oregon students
divided into twc grofis of 10 [airs cf subjects. 'The task learning
(Ti) group a%ci interiersonal learning (IPL) group ii4;rc trained
for tU to Iredict a numerical criterion on the basis of two
numerical cues (X1 acid X2) . For the Ti group, pairs ct subjects VEIC
trained to UEE ttir SdITE cue according tc the sa;re rule. For halt zhe,
pairs, X1 was linearly related to the criterion, while for the rest,
X1 was a nonlinear cue. In tne IFL group, each pair was
differentially trained, with one using X1 as a linear cue, and the
other using X2 as a nonlinear cue. When the pairs were cnL,bined for a

task evolving two ecually valid linear and nonlinear cues, the IFL
group adapted signiticantly better to the task due to the linear
sutjects' inability tc learr to use the nonlinear cue on the basis of

learning alone. (21)
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Two groups of ten pairs of Ss, a task learning (TL) group and an interpersonal
learning (IPL) group, were trained for 60 trials to predict a numerical criterion
(Y) on the basis of two numerical cues (X

I
and X

2
). For the TL group, pairs oF.

Ss were trained to use the same cue according to the same rule. For half the
Ss in the TL group, X

1
was linearly related to Y. For tie other half, X

I
was

a nonlinear cue. In the IPL groin, pairs of Ss were ,ifferentially trained.
One S was trained to use X

1
as a linear ele, and one S was trained to use X

2
as a nonlinear cue. After individual training, two L's were brought together to
work for 60 trials on a third two-cue task composed of one linear and one nonlinear
cue, toth equ'lly valid. Results showed the IPL group adapted significantly
better to the task due to the linear Ss' inability to learn to use the nonlinear
cue on the basis of task learning alone.
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Task Learning, Interpersonal Learning

and Cognitive Complexity

Abstract

Two groups of ten pairs of Ss, a task learning (TL) group and an

interpersonal learning (IPL) group, were trained for 60 trials to predict

a numerical criterion (Y) on the basis of two numerical cues (X
1

and X
2
).

For the TL group, pairs of Ss were trained to use the save ens according

to the same rule. For half the Ss in the TL group, X, was linearly related

to Y. For the other half, X
1
was a nonlinear cue. In the IPL group,

pairs of Ss were differentially trained. One S was trained to use X
1

es

a linear cup, and one S was trained to use X
2

is a nonlinear cue. After

individual Taining, cwo Ss were brought together to work for 60 trials

on a third two-cue task composed of one linear and one nonlinear cue,

both equally valid. Results showed the IPL group adapted significantly'

better to the task due to the linear Ss',inability to learn to use the

nonlinear cue on the basis of task learning alone.
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INTRODUCTION

All human learning consists of certain changes in the re-

lations bet4een a person and his environment. These changes can

be as simple and individual as an eyeblink or as complex and

interpersonal as 'falling in love'. Scat general types of human

learning, individual and interpersonal, are, of course, essential to

human existence and normally not independent. The scientific study

of human learning, however, has concentrated Almost exclusively on

individual learning (see: Melton, 1964), to the neglect of interpersonal

learning. The study of interpersonal learning has been ignored not

because interpersonal learning is any less important than individual

learning, but because it is more complex; theoretically and method-

ologically interpersonal learning is more difficult to handle than

individual learning. Recently, however, some preliminary efforts

towerd an understanding of interpersona) learning have been taken;

a new methodology and research paradirm have been developed, and

empirical studies are underway. The present pa per reports one such

study of interpersonal learning. The introduction to that study

consists of twc parts. First, the nature of the study of interpersonal

learning is discussed. Second, interpersonal learning is contrasted

with task learning and the study of the Effects of cognitive complexity

on these two types of learning is considered.
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The Study of Interpersonal Learniag

Interpersonal learning (as studied here) is the process whereby

one parson learns from another person information about an environ-

mental task common to both. The study of interpersonal learning, then,

includes the investigation of (at least) three interacting systems --

two subjects and their common environment. An experimental paradigm

for the study of interpersonal learning must thus provide methods

for the measurement of changes in and among these three systems. Such

an experimental paradigm, the lens model paradigm, has recently been

describe0 by Earle and Miller (1969). Based on the theoretical and

methodological ideas of Egon Brunswik (1952, 1956) ;lad on the extensions

of Brunswik's work by Hammond and his associates (Hammond, 1965;

Hammond, Wilkens & Todd, 1966; Hammond & Summers, 1965; Hammond,

Hursch & Todd, 1964; Peterson, Hammond, & Summers, J.965; Summers &

Hammond, 1966; Todd & Hammond, 1965) the lens model paradigm for

the study of interpersonal learning provides detailed quantitative

descriptions of the two subjects and their common environment prior

to and during interpersonal learning. Doth of these stages of

investigation are briefly discvssed below.

The lens model paradigm for the study of interpersonal learning

is presented graphically in Figure 1. The two subjects, Sl & S2,

are individually trained on different two-cue probabilistic learning

tasks. S
1

is trained on a tesk in which can X
2

is highly correlated

with ilhe criterion, 1, and cue X
1

is uncorrelated with Y. S2, on

the other hand, is trained on a task in which cue Xi is highly

Ll
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correlated with the criterion, Y, and cue X
2

is uncorrelated with Y.

S1 and S2 are trained equally well on their different tasks.

The joint task (common environment) is formed of elements from

both training tasks -- i.e., cues X, and X2. The joint task differs

from each of the individual tasks, however, in that X1 and X2 are

equally and moderately correlated with Y. S1 and S2 thus bring to

the joint task equally valid information i.oncerning the use of one

of the task cues. Each subject must then learn from the other 2ubject

(and from the task) the importance of the task cue which he had been

trained to ignoee and the other subject had been trained to use.

In addition to learning to pay attention to another task cue, each

subject may have to learn a nu/ rule (function form) relating hat

cue to the criterion. Rule learning would occur if X1 is related to

Y according to a different rule from that relating X2 to Y. Whether

cue learning, rule learning or complete learning (see: Summers,

1967, 1969) is requited for adaptation by S1 and S, to the joint task,

information can be obtained both from the other subject and from the

task. These two types of learning -- interpersonal learning (from

the other subject) and task learning (from the task feedback) -- occur

concurrently and are indicated by the same measures -- the cue

dependencies, achievement correlations and other parameters of the

lens model. These measures will he discussed in detail in the methods

section.

Two studies using the general lens model framework described

above have recently been reported. The first of these, Viller &

Hammond (1969), investigated the effects of two independent variables
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on interpersonal learning: (1) differences in the complexity of the

cognitive systems of the learner and the person learned fror, and

(2) variations in the explanatory context in which these differences

were communicated. Two levels of cognitive corrplexity were used:

(1) Simple: A subject was trained to depend heavily on a c, ,e related

to the criterion by a rule with a positive 11)lear form, (2) Complex:

A subject was treined to depend heavily on a cue related by a rule

with ar. inverted U-shaped form. Six levels of explanatory context

were used: (1) Individual subjects with no feedback from the task;

(2) Individual subjects with outcome feedback; (3) Individual subjects

with outcome feedback and with the judgment of another, op)ositely

trained subject; (4) As in (3), but with both subjects preSent and

with free discus:Aon betwecn them; (5) As in (4), but alsc, with

cue-dependency information; and (6) As in (5), but with ek,.scussion

focused on cue-dependencies.

The results of the Miller & Hammond paper were these: Cognitively

simple (linear) subjects adapted to the joint task in explanatory

context conditions 04, 05, 6 06, but not in conditions Ol, 02 or 03.

Cognitively complex (nonlinear) subjects, on the other hind, showed

adaptation to the joint task starting with condition 02. The cog-

nitively comple,c subjects, in other words, learned to us( the newly

important cue (the cue they weren't trained on) and the 1ewly important

rule (positive linear relation) on the basis of task leaning

alone; the addition of linearly trained subjects to the .;xplanatory

context (Condition 04) did not significantly improve the performance
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of the complex subjects. The cognitively simple subjects did not

learn to use the newly important cue and the newly important rule

(inverted U-shaped relation) until the addition of nonlinearly

trained subjects to the explanatory context (Condition 04); simple

(linear) subjects required interpersonal learning in order to adapt

to the joint task. In sum, Miller & Htmmond shored that in a joint

task ircluding both a simple (linear) and a complex (nonlinear)

rule, subjects trained to use the complex rule could adapt to the

joint task (learn to use the simple ruLe) on the basis of task learning

alone, whereas subjects trained to use the simple rule could adapt

to the joint task (learn to use the complex rule) only with the aid

of information learned from subjects trained to use the complex

rule: cognitive complexity affects interpersonal l "arning.

A result related to those described above was also reported

by Miller & Hammond: In those groups in which simple linear subjects

were paired with complex nonlinear subjects (Conditions 04, 05, 06),

the complex subjects generally adapted better to the joint task than

did the simple subjects (No difference in 04, better in 05 & 06).

But it was reported above that the complex subjects successfully

adapted to the task in all conditions except 0l, whereas the simple

subjects successfully adapted to the task only when they were paired

with complex subjects (04, 05, 06). The simple subjects therefore

benefited more from the interpersonal interaction than did the complex

subjects: Although the complex subjects adapted better to the task,

the simple subjects learned more from the complex subjects than

.ice versa.

10
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The second lens model study of interpersonal learning was

conducted by Earle & Miller (1969). Carrying a step further the

finding of Miller & Hammond that cognitive: complexity affects inter-

personal learning, Earle & Miller investi;ated interpersonal learning

in pairs of subjects trained to use the 13 combinations of 4 eifferent

c,ie-criterion function forms (rules). The four rules were these:

(1) positive linear; (2) negative linear; (3) U-shaped; (4) inverted

U-shaped. len experiments were run, with 10 pairs of subjects in

each experiment -- a total of 200 subjects. A typical experimeLt,

fn example (Exp. #1), involved pail_ of subjects the members of which

were trained to depend on different cues; both cues, however, were

related to the criterion by identical positive linear rules. The joint

task for these subjects was composed of the two positive linear

cies on which they were trained. Other Experiments involved pairs

of subjects one member of which was traired on a positive linear

cue and the other on a negative linear cte (Exp. 12), or pairs of

subjects both members of which were traired on negative linear cues

(Exp. 03), and so on for the 10 combinations of the 4 function forms.

The purpose of the 10 experiments was to investigate the effects of

eifferential cognitive complexity .n the adaptation by subjects to

rn interpersonal learning task.

The primary finding by Earle & Minn was that differences in

cognitive complexity affected the task adaptation within pairs

composed of a simple subject (trained to use a linear rule) and a

:omplex subject (trained to use a nonlinear rule) (Exps. 07, #8, 09,

110): The complex norlinear subjects seapted better to the joint

11
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interpersonal learning task than did the simple linear subjects.

Other results indicated that simple linear subjects who were paired

with other linear subjects (Exps. 01, P2, 03) showed as much task

adaptation as complex nonlinear subjects paired with other nonlinear

subjects (Exps. 04, 1/5, 06). Further, there ware no differences in

the interpersonal learning task adaptation of positive vs. negative

linear subjects or U-shaped vs. inverted U-shaped subjects.

The results of the Earle & Mille): study are ambiguous concerning

the effec*s of cognitive complexity on interpersonal learning: In

pairs composed of one complex and one simple subject tha complex

subject adapts better to the task than does the simple subject. But

is this result due to superior interpersonal learning on the part of

the complex subject -- or is it due to superior task learning? Does

the nonlinear subject learn to use the linear rule through communi-

cation with the linear subject, or simply through 'communication'

(feedback) from the task? The results of the Miller & Hammond study

suggest tnat the nonlinear subject would have adapted as well to the

interpersonal learning task with or without communication from the

linear subject. In other words, task learning alone is probably

sufficient to account for the superior performance of the nonlinear

subjects over the linear subjects. Miller & Hammond's results suggest

further that the linear subjects would not have adapted as well as

they did to the interpersonal learning task if they had not had

communication with the nonlinear subjects: Interpersonal learning

and task learning are probably bath necessary to account for the

performance of the linear subjects. The results of the Earle &
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Miller study, in sum, seem to indicate that, while the nonlinear

subjects when paired with linear subjects show superior task

adaptation, the linear subjects in these pairs probably show superior

interpersonal learning. This conclusion is similar to that arrived at

by Miller & Ham-lend.

The key distinction here is the one stated at the beginning of

this paper -- br!tween individual (task) learning and interpersonal

learning. In the Miller & Hammond study this distinction was inherent

in the d'sign -- subjects who worked irdividually on the tiik were

compared with subjects who paired with other differently trained

subjects. Earle & Miller, however, did not control for task learning.

The authors showed that cognitive complexity does indeed affect task

adaptation, but they failed to indicate what part of that task

adaptation was due to information learned from the other subject;

they did not show the effects of cognitive complexity on interpersonal

learning, per se.

The effects of differential cognitive complexity on the interper

sonal learning between two persons is clearly an important problem,

a first step toward an underotanding of the process a interpersonal

learning. The studies by Filler & Hammond and Earle & Miller have

demonstrated some of the effects of cognitive complexity on individual

and interpersonal learning and they have shown that the lens model

paradigm is adequate to the requirements of the study of interpersonal

learning. The curpcse of the present study i3 to use the lens model

paradigm toward two ends in the study of dyadic interactions: (1)

1u
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To clearly separate dyadic tank learning (learning together) from

dyadic interpersonal learning and to investigate the effects of

cognitive complexity on both types of learning. (2) To determine

That information is learned by one person from another person in

relation to a particular interpersonal interaction task. A discussion

of the three important concepts used in this study -- task learning,

interpersonal learning and cognitive complexity -- is given below.

Task Learning, Intarpersondl Learning and Cognitive Complexity

Task Learning

Task learning consists of certain changes in the relations

between a person (or group of persons) and the environment, that

are brought about through the communication of information from the

environment to each person. Task learning, then includes the ordinary

individual learning so well studied by psychologists, where a subjeceu

responses to a task environment change over trials as a function of

the feedback (information) provided by the task environment. Also

included in task learning, however, Are changes in the relations

between members of a group and the common environment they share, if

these changes result from communication of info...7intion from the

environment (as opposed to communication of information among the

members of the group). This multiperson interactive form of task

learning car be called learning together since the members of a

group are flee to communicate but initinlly have nothing useful to

say to one another -- all useful information colies from the task.

A typical learning together situation would be one in .7h1ch two
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persons, for example, are faced with a common problem about which

neither of them knows anything, or about which they have the same

knowledge. In other words, prior to the learning together process,

the relations of the two persons to the problem are identical --

neither person initially has anything to learn from the other. As

the two persons interact with the problem, their relations with the

problem change; these changes are a result of feedback of one sort

or another from the problem. Both persons learn about the problem

as a result of information supplied by either of them to the other.

This is the distinction between task learning (learning together)

and interpersonal learning which is central to the study reported

in this paper.

Interpersonal Learning_

Interpersonal learning has been defined above as the process

whereby one person learns from another person information about an

environmental task common to both. In order for interpersonal learning

to occur the relations between each of at least two persons and their

common task must initially be different -- each person must possess

useful information which can be learned by the other person. During

their interpersonal interaction the information possessed by these

cognitively different persons is exchanged in the process of inter-

personal learning. A typical interversonal learning situation would

be one in which two persons are faced with a conmon problem about

which they have different partially valid beliefs. Since both persons

are initially partially correct for different reasons, the exchange
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of information through interpersonal lean-ling will increase their

overall knowledge the problem. This increase in knowledge about

the task is not due solely to interpersonal learning, however --

task learning (as discussed above) also occurs in the interpersonal

interaction process. The problem in assessing the degree of inter-

personal learning in an interaction situation is thus dependent on

proper control of the degree of task learning. The control used in

the present study consisted of pairs of subjects which could learn

from the task, but not from each other. The task adaptation of

these 'task learning pairs' was compared with that of 'interpersonal

learning pairs' who could learn from both the task a.,c1 trom each

other.

Cognitive Complexity

Cognitive complexity, as investigated in the present study,

refers to the complexity of the policy which the individual subject

brings to the interpersonal interaction situation. Within the lens

model paradigm there are two main types of cognitive complexity.

First, there is the number of cues used: In general, the larger the

number of cues used by a subject, the more cognitively complex he

is. Second, there is the form of the rule used by the subject to

relate each of the cues to the criterion: The more nonlinear the rule

used by the subject is, the more cognitively complex he is.

The first type of complexity, number of cues, has been

investigated in individual multiple-cue prediction tasks (Uhl, 1963)

and in changes of multiple cue tasks (Summers, Taliaferro & Fletcher,

16
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1969); the effects of differences in the number of cues used in a

dyadic interaction situation have not, however, been studied. The

second type of complexity, rule nonlinearity (cognitive function form),

has been studied in both individual (Hammond & Summers, 1965; Smners &

Hammond, 1966; Summers, 1967; Summers, Taliaferro & Fletcher, 1969)

and interactive (Miller & Hannond, 1969; Earle & Miller, 1969)

situations. The results of the studies of the effects of cognitive

complexity (linearity-nonlinearity) on interpersonal interaction have

been reviewed above, and the ltmitations of those studies have been

noted. In the present study, the effects of the second type of

cognitive complexity, rule nonlinearity, are investigated in both task

learning and interpersonal learning situations in order to assess

the effects of differential cognitive complexity on interpersonal

learning per se. Before detailing the method used in the study of

interpersonal learning, the requirements w)ieh the method must satisfy

are first considered.

Requirements of Method

The above discussions of task learning, interpersonal learning,

and cognitive complexity argue that the study of the effects of

cognitive complexity on interpersonal learning requires two sub-

studies: (1) The effects of cognitive complexity on task learning;

(2) The effects of cognitive complexity on task learning combined

with interpersonal learning. A comparison of these two groups saould

reveal the effects of cognitive complexit) on interperscnal learning.
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Dyadic task learning has been termed learning together because

both subjects initially learn exclusively from the task rather than

from one another. The methoi for studying task learning, then, must

provide two subjects who are initially identicelly related to the

interaction task. As part of these identiccl relations, the two

Eubjects must be cognitively equally comples. Furthermore, pairs

of qubjecta differing in cognitive complexity (i.e., simple pairs

vs. complex pairs) must be provided in order to assess the effects

of that variable on tasl learning.

In order to provide t,:o subjects identically related to an

admittedly 'unnatural' laboratory task, a training procedure is

necessary. The elements (cues) of the two subjects' past environments

(training tasks) must be the same. In other words, they must simply

be trained on the same task. Differential cognitive complexity could

be introduced by having some pairs train on a nonlinear task (one

nonlinear cue and one random cue) and others train on a linear task

(one linear cue and one random cue). The interaction task would

consist, then, of one linear cue and one nonlinear cue: The linear

subjects would have to learn together from the task how to use the

nonlinear rule, while the nonlinear subjects would have to learn

together from the task how to use the linear rule. Thus a two-stage

training and interaction procedure is appropriate to the study of

task learning. The method must provide quantitative measures of

the changes in relations between the two subjects and the two tasks.

Vhen interpersonal learning is combined with task learning in

dyads, the two subjects can learn from both the task and each other.
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The method for studying interpersonal learning combined with task

learning, then, must provide two subjects who are initially differen-

tially related to the interaction task. As part of these differing

relations, the two subjects must be differentially cognitively complex,

in order that the effects of that variable on interpersonal learning

can be asscs6ed.

The same two-stage training and interaction procedure that !_s

appropriate to the study of Ayadic task learning is appropriate to

the stu3y of interpersonal learning combined with task learning.

In the present case, however, Cie elements (cues) of the two subjects'

past environments (training tasks) must be different rather than the

same. The two subjects must he trained on different tasks. Differ-

ential ccgnitive complexity L; introduced by having one subject of

a pair train on a nonlinear task while the other subject trains on a

linear task. The interaction task would be identical to that used

in task learning -- one linear cue and one nonlinear cue: The linear

subjects would have to learn from the task and from their nonlinear

partners how to use the nonlinear cue; conversely, the nonlinear subjects

would have to learn from the tcsk and from their linear partners how

to use the linear cue. Again, as in task learning, the method must

provide quantitative measures of the changes in relations between the

two subjects and the two tasks.
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METHOD

The Lens Model Pnradigr

The lens model paradigm for the study of interpersonal learning has

been described in detail by Earle & Miller (1969) and is essentially the

same as the interpersonal conflict para:11gm dcrthed by Hammond (1965).

The applicati,Jn of the lens model paradigm to the study of task learning

and task learning combined with interpersonal learning is described

below.

Training

Prior to interpersonal interaction, the contents of subjects'

cognitive systems (relative to the interaction task) are 3etermincd

through individual training procedures. In dyadic task learning it

is required that both se'jects be trained on the sect task; Figure 2a

shows the structure of the task learning training teaks. The two

subjects, S
1

S2, are trained identically on a two-cue probabilistic

learning task composed of either a linear cue and a random cue or a

nonlinear cue end a random cue. Pairs of subjects who think the same

(use the same cue in the same way, either linearly or nonlinearly) are

thus produced for the task learning control condiCan.

In dyadic interpersonal learning it is required that the subjects

be trained on different tasks; Figure 2b shows the structure of the

interpersonal learning training tasks. The two subjects, S1 6 S2, are

trained entirely differently, i.e., on tasks which share no elements.

'46
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For example, if S1 is trained on a task composed of a linear cue and

a random cue, S2 would be trained on e :ask composed of a different

random cue and a nonlinear cue. This p:!ocedure insures that the

subjects will have something to learn from one another in the inter-

action stage.

Interpersonal Interaction

After the contents of two subjects' cognitive systems have been

appropriately determined through training, the subjects are brought

together to work both individually and jointly on an interpersonal

interaction task. In both task learning and interpersonal learning

the interpersonal interaction task mus: be composed of elements from

both training tasks plus elements unique to the interaction stage.

The formation of the interaction task from the training tasks is

illustrated in Figures 2a and 2b. Note that the same task used for

task learning is used for task learning combined with interpersonal

learning -- a direct comparison between the performances of these

two groups is thus possible.

In task learning a pair of identi:ally trained subjects confront

the interaction task. These two subjects must learn from the task to

change their cue weightings and to ure the new cue according to the

correct rule. When interpersonal learning is combined with task

learning, each subject can learn froze his partner the importance of

the new cue and how it is related to the criterion. This potential

exchange of useful information th:.s interpersonal learning -- should

improve the performance of the subjectt in that condition over that
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of subjects in the task learning condition. Performance in relation

to the interpersonal interaction task (and any change in performance

due to interpersonal learning) is measured through the Lse of multiple

regression statistics -- specifically the lens model equation.

The Lens Yodel Equation

The len-, model equation provides the quantitative measurement of

the cheges in relations between the interacting systems of the lens

model paradigm. In the study of interpersonal learning the lens model

equation can be used to show wino learped what from whom. The origina3

form of the lens model equation (Nursch, Nammond & Bursch, 1964) was

this:

where

r = R
2
+ R

2
- Ei

2
+ - R

e

2
- R

s

2

a

2

r
a

The correlation between the subject's judgmentE.

and the criterion variable

R
e
° The multiple correlation between the cues and the

criterion variable

R
s

the multiple correlation between the cur,s and the

subject's judgments

Ed the sum of the products (r
ei

r
si

) (13
ei

$
si

)

where r = the correlation between cue i and the
ei

criterion variable, r
s

° the correlation between
i

cue i and the subject's judgments, Be the beta
i

weight fo, the correlation between cue i and the
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criterion variable and (3s
i

= the beta weight for

the correlation between cue i and the subject's

judgments.

C = the correlation between the variance unaccounted

for by the multiple correlation in the task and the

variance unaccounted for by the multiple correlation

in the subject's judgment system.

An alternative formulation of the lens model equation has been

given by Tucker (194):

r
a

Li GR
e
R
s
+

e
R
s

where

G ° the correlation between the variance accounted for

by the multiple correlation in the task and the

variance accounted for by the multiple correlation

in the subject's judi,ment system.

Both the Uursch, Hammond E. Hur;ch and the Tucker formulations

of the lens model equation are used in the present study. Note that

in Tucker's formulation G and (.; are complementary terms -- C indicates

the degree of linear covariation between the two systems, ;.he subject

and the task, while indicates the degree of nonlinear covariation.

A subjectlf overall relation to the task -- his adaptation to the

ask, r
a
-- caa thus be decomposed into a linear or Jimple componen

(GR
e
R
s e
) and a nonlinear or complex cormonent (C 1 - R

2
1 - R

s
).

Such a decomposition of adaptation can be very useful analytically --

especially (as in the present case) where the task to which the subject

must adapt is itself composed of simple liner and complex ronlinear

iv
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components. When the information from a subject's linear and nonlinear

components of adaptation is combined with the cue dependency infor-

mation (from the Hursch, Hammond & Hursch equation), it can be

determined what a subk?ct has learned. When task learning is

experimentally controlled, it can further be determined from whom

the subject learned what he did.

Procedure

Forty male University of Oregon students were divided into two

groups of 10 pairs of subjects. One group of 10 pairs (TL) participated

in the task learning condition while the other group (IPL) participated

.11 the interpersonal learning combined with task learning condition.

All subjects were paid $1.50/hr. for 2-3 hours. Approximately one

third of the participation time was required by the training stage,

while the rclainder vas occupied by the interpersonal Interaction

Training.

Subjects appeared in pair:.. The two subjects were individually

trained on tasks which required then to make judgments about the value

of a criterion, Y, on the basis of the values of two cues, X1 & X2.

A set of 60 5x8 training cards was used by each subject. On each

training card were printed two bar grLphs ranging in height from

one to ten centimeters; these graphs reprooentcd the values of cues

& X2. The criterion value, Y, ranging from one to twenty, was

printed on the back of each card.
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Four different sets of training nateriaL; were used, the tasks

differing on two factors -- cue-criterion correlation and cue-criterion

function form or rule. The four training tas!ls were these (Figure 3a):

(1) X1 linear and strongly c:Irrelated with Y, X2 uncorrelated with Y;

(2) X, nonlinern: and strongly correlated with Y, X2 uncorrelated

with Y;

(3) X
1

n ucorrelated with Y, X
2

linear and strongly correlated with Y;

(4) X
1

uncorrelated with Y, X
2
nonlinear and strongly correlated

with Y.

Which of these four training tasks a pair of subjects was trained

on was deternined by their assignment to one of the TL or IN, groups,

to be described below. All subjects were informed of the correct

criterion value on each of the 60 training trials; 01 subjects

likewise were trained to reach a criterion at which their judgments

correlated at least .75 with the cue which was strongly related with

the task criterion, and not nore than .25 A.,.th the cue which was

uncorrelated wiai the task criterion. In all four training tasks the

relation between the two cues and the criterion was less than perfect

(R .92), nakir(t it impossible for any subject to be correct on

every trial. Training instru:!tions informed all subjects that one of

the two cues would be much more inportunt than the other in determining

the value of the criterion; subjects were also told that a certain

(linear or nonlinear) rule related the cues to the criterion. The

subjects' traiping thus consisted of determining which of the two

cues was :mportint and lcarring to use that cue ac,:ording to the

approprialx rule.
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Interpersonal Interaction

Upon completion of training, a pair of subjects was brought

together to work both individually Lnd jointly on an interpersonal

interaction task. The joint task was similar to the training tasks,

i.e., both subjects were required to make judgments about the value of

a criterion, Y, n the basis of the values of two cues, X1 & X2. Also

as in training, sets of 60 5x8 cards were used to present the cue

values as bat graphG, and the correct criterion value, Y, was shown to

the subjects at the end of each trial. The interaction p- :edure

differed from the training procedure in that after both subjects had

made their private individual judgments, they were required to announce

these judgments to one another, to discuss between themselves any

aspects of the task they wished and to agree on joint judgment (3)

which represented both their points of view. The correct: answer

feedback !,as presented immediately after the joint judgment was

recorded.

Two uifferent sets of interpersonal interaction materials were

used, the tasks differing on which of the two cues was related to the

criterion by a linear rule end which was related by a nonlinear rule,

The two interaction tasks were these (Figure 3b): (1) X1 linear and

moderately correlated with Y, X2 nonlinear and roderatately correlated

with Y; (2) XI nonlinear and moderately correlated with Y, X2 linear

and moderately correlated with Y. Illich of these two interaction tasks

a pair of subjects confronted depended on their training and their

assignment to a TL or IFL group. In both cases, three random orders

of the 60 cards were used in order to minimize task sequence effect.
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TL_uoups. There were two TL groups, a linear group (5-pairs)

and a nonlinear group (5-pairs). In the linear TL group both subjects

in a pair were trained on training task #1; nonlinear pairs were

trained on training task i2. When linear TL pairs were brought

together for the joint task, they worked on interaction task PI;

nonlinear pairs worked on interaction task 72. Both linear and nonlinear

TL subjects, then, worked with partners trained the same as they were,

on joint tasks which differed from their training tasks in two ways:

(1) The cur: th:; were trained to use had lost validity (.98 -> .70);

and (2) The cue they were trained to ignore had gained validity

(.00 4. .70), and was related to the criterion by a unknown ;tile.

In_proups. There were also two ].PL groups, though they did not

differ in an importi,nt way, as did the two groups. In IPL Group A

(5-paira), one subject was trained on ttaining task 03, while the

second saject was trained on training task 02; Group A pairs worked

on interaction task #2. In IPL Group B (5-pairs), one subject was

trained on training task 04, while the second subject was trained on

training task Pl; Group B pairs worked on interaction task Pl. The

only difference, then, between IPL Groups A & B was in the positions

of ete linear and nonlinear cues. Otherwise, all IPL subjects, from

Groups A & B, linear and nonlinear, worked with partners trained

differently from the way they were trained (different cue, different

rule), on joint tccks which differed from their training tasks in the

saran ways as in the TL groups: (1) The cue they were trained to

use had lost validity (.98 4 .70); and (2) The cue they were trained

to ignore had gain ed validity (.00 4 .70), and was related to the
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criterion by a new, unknovn: rule. Subjects in the IPL groups (as

oppo:,ed t. the subjects in TL groups) had the opportunity to learn

from their differently trained partners the significance of the newly

iuportant cue and how to use the rule relating it to the criterion.

In both interpersonal interaction tasks the two cues were

uncorrelated with one another; also, as in the training tasks, the

multiple correlation between the two cues and the criterion was less

than perfect (R = .92), making it impossible for any subject to be

correct on every trial. Interaction instructions informed all subjects

that they were rcc;uired to apply their trained judgment policies to

a Get of problems "based on real situations," i.e., problems different

in sone 'ray from those on which they were trained. The interpcxsonal

interaction stege thus consisted of the modification by the subjects

of their trained policies on the basis of information provided by

their partners cud /or the tasks.

pen3ure, of. Intnrperionnl Lonr,Aing.

Interpersonal learning is measurcd by means of a compnrison

between the adaptation to the interaction task by TL subjects and the

adaptatica to the interaction task by IPL subjects. Any significant

differences in cash; adaptation between the two group:, of subjects

can be attributed to intrpersonal learning. The task adaptation of

both IL and IPL subjects is tleasured through the use of the Lens

model equation, described abov. Four of the lens model pamleters

were used in analysing task adaptation in the present study: (1)

r
a
-- the ecrrelat4on betNcen the subject's judgments and the criterion

is 1
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variable, a measure of overall task adaptation; (2) CReR8 -- the

linear component of the subject's task adaptation; 0) C 1 - R
2

J--1 - R2 -- the nonlinear component of the subject's task adaptation;

(4) r
s

-- the correlation between cue i and the subject's judgments --
i

a ner.sure of cue utilization cr dependency.

In addition to the lens model parameters of individual tr:sk

adaptation, two vcasures of joint task adaptation are reported:

(1) r
J

-- the coirelation between cur.,: i and the joint juf'ments made
i

by a pair of subjects -- a measure of joint cue oLTendoncy; (2)

IJ YI
the absolute orror in joint judgment on each trial -- a

respon!se nev3ure of joint task adaptation.
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RESULTS

The results for measures of individual task adaptAion are presented

first, followal by the resull:s for measures of joint t;.1sk adaptation.

In both cases the results focus on two T!zdn points: () The differences

in ta:-:k adaptation between task learning and interpc.rsrnal learning,

inc7rAing the effects of cognitive co.nplexity on both types of learning;

(2) The deteroination of chat information is teamed one person from

another, in relation to a particular interpersonal into!raetion task.

Individual Trsk Adartation.

Results on three related gYou'os of ne;;sures of i'dividual task

adapeati-n ',ere analyzed.

SLbject=tas% Adaptat?.on_jra)

The correlation between a subject's judgments and the criterion

variable, ra, is a measure of overall task adaptatiol. ra was computed

for 6-blocks of 10-trials for each subject, and trarsforLed to Fisher

2.scores for subsequent analyse: A 2x2x6 ANOVA with repeated measures

on the third factor was used to analyze the effects of Interaction

Groups (TI. x IPL), Cognitive Complexity (Linear x Nonlinear) ilnd

Blocks, respectively. As is shown graphically in figure 4, subject.:

in the IPL group adopted significantly better to tie interpersonal

interaction tack than subjects in the TL group (F136 m 4.3889;

p c .05; ,^j2 m 7.81%). Further, Nonlinear subject, across the

d
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two Interaction groups, adopted signifi(.antly better than Linear subjects

,
(F
1,36

7.4829; p < .01; 0
2

. 13.95%). Cognitive Complexity, however,

interacted significantly with Interaction Croup:: (F1,36 = 15.6436;

2 ,

p < .001; 6. 26.30 %). Planned comparisons between individual. groups

indicated that the interaction was due to the difference in adaptation

between Linear z..111 r subjects in the TL group (F 22.3826;
36

p < .001; n2 - 51.67%) (Figure 5), and the lack of such a difference in

the IPL group (F136 0.7438; p > .25; n2 . 0.00) (Figure 6). The

Linear subjects in the TL group differed from the averaged Linear and

Nonlit ear subjects in the IPL group (F136 - 25.9667; P < .001; 62 .

45.42Z), while the Nonlinear subjects in the TL group did not differ

from the averared subjects in the ILL group (F1,,6 0 1.0422; p > .10;

2
0.14%) .

A significant Blocks effect (F
5,1E0

. 10.3152; p < .001) was

further analyzcd by neanr: of linear trend analyses. There vas an

overall signifi,:ant linear trend toward the criterion for all subjects

(F
1,38

45.4283; p < .001; (2 . 52.62 %); 7L and 1PL groups lif.d not

differ in linear trend (F
1,38

. 0.3020; p > .25; n
2

0.002). IL

2.
subjects produced a linear trend (F

1,18
. 15.0304; p < .005; w = 41.23%:),

with no difference in trend between Linear and Nonlinear subjects

2.
(11,18 . 0.4733; p > .25; w . 0.00%). The subjects in the 1PL group

2.
did likewise (I,

1,18
=, 38.3657; p < .001; 0 . 65.44%), with a slight

difference between Linear cud Nonlinear subjects (F1,18 = 3.1584;

-2
p < .1.0; w = 9.74%). Linear subjects across Interaction groups showed

.
a linear tiend (F

1,18
. 29.1410; p < .001; 0

2
. 58.46%), with no

diffcrcoce tetxecn II and 11'1. groups (1'
1,18

(1.4545; p < .25; 62 .
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0.00). The same was true for Nonlinear subjects (F1,18 = ].6.6159;

p < .001; 8
2

= 43.84%), (F
1,18

= 0.6748; p > .25; 0
2

= 0.0050 .

Finally, LiLear subjects did not differ In linear trend from Nonlinear

subjects across Interaction groups (F1,38 = 2.6786; p > .10; 02 = 4.03%).

The main results which emerga from these analyses of overall adap-

tation are these: (1) All groups adapted significantly to the inter-

personal interaction task; (2) The IPL group adapted significantly to

better to the task than the TL group; (3) The superiority of the IPL

group was due to the superiority of the linear subjects in the IPL group

over the Linear subjec 'n the TL group. In sum: Cognitively simple

Linear subjects benef from IPL interaction. while cognitively complex

Nonlinear subjects did not. Further understanding of the interaction

between Cognitive Complexity and Interaction group can be gained

through the analysis of the components of adaptation.

2
Components of Sublect-task Adaptation (CR9 R

-s

,C I- R
0

1- R2

In Tucker's (1964) formulation of the lens model equation,

subjtct-task adaptation, ra, is decomposed into linear and nonlinear

components. Analyses of each of these are described in turn.

Linear component (CR R ). The linear component of adaptation
--e-s

within each Interaction group vas aralyzed by means of a 2x6 ANOVA

with repeated measures on the second factor; Cognitive Complexity and

Blocks were the two factors. Within the IL and IPL groups (Figures

7 6 8), Linear subjects showed sinilar significantly greater linear

components than Nonlinear subjects (F1,18 = 7.5325; p < .025: 0
2

=

24.62%); (F1,18 "'""; P .001; 6
2
= 32.83;0. Linear subjects

in both Interaction groups fairly well attalued and raintained (except
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for d4ps during the second and third blocks) near-optimal sizes of

linenr components. Nonlinear subjects, on the other hand, showed

progressive increases in linear, components (with some tailing-off at

the end) in both the TL and IPL groups; significant linear trends in

TL (F n 21.4013; p < .005; 62 n 67.11%) and IPL groups (F n 7.7406;

p < .025; 62 n 40.26%) indicate that Nonlinear subjects learned to

use linear components in both groups.

Vo.11incar romponent (C 1 -
2 1

1
2

R ). The analysis used with

the nonlinear component vas similar to that used with the linear

component. Within both the TL group (Figure 9) and IPL group

(Figure 1.0) Nonlinear subjects showed significantly greater nonlinear

=components then Linear subjects: (F1 n 87.9195; p < .001; 62
18

95.501) (F1,18 n 5.206; p < .05; 6
2
n 17.66%). The important result

her.. is the difference between the 6
2

for the 1L group (95.50%) and

that for the IPL group (17.66%); the performance of Linear subjects

relative to Nonlinear subjects was rrich better in the IPL group than

in the TL group. The nonlinear subjects did not maintain optimr1

sizes of nonlinear components as well ss Linear subjects did with

linear componclts; the magnitudes of the nonlinear components wets

steady, however, with no significant trends. Linear subjects in both

the TL group (Fi,a n 6.2220; p < .05; 62 m 34.307.) and the IPL group

(F
1,a

n 12.7939; p < .01; 62 n 54.127:) showed significant linear trends,

indicating progressive learning, of nonlinear compol.-nts. Note,

however, that the positive slope for the Linear subjects in the TL

group was a result of early negative non ".near co,ponents; the curve

41
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never rises much above zero. In the IPL group, the magnitude of

nonlinear components increased steadily and, in the end, came to

match that of the Nonlinear subjerts.

The above analyses of the linear and nonlinear cinTonents of

adaptation provide two main results: (1) Both Linear and Nonlinear

subjects maintained significant components of adaptation of the type

on which they were trained; (2) Nonlinear subjects learned to use

linear compnents in both the TL and IPL groups, while Linear subjects

learned to use nonlinear components only in the IPL group. The summary

result is this: Cognitively simple Lirear subjects benefited from

IPL interaction because it enabled them to learn to use nonlinear

components; cognitively complex Nonlinear subjects did not benefit

from IPL interaction because they could learn to use linear components

in both the TL and IPL conditions. An examination of subject cue

dependencies provides some understanding of what is involved in

learning to use linear and nonlinear components of adaptation in the

TL and III, groups.

Subject Cue Dependencies (r
s

)

i
The correlation between a subject's judgments and cue i, r

si
,

is a measure of cue utilization or dependency. As with the subject-

task adaptation correlation, r , r wan computed for 6-blocl:s of
a s

i

10- trials for each subject, and traneforrad to Fisher Z-scores for

subsequent analyses. Since the interpersonal interaction tosl:s

consisted of two cues, two sets of can dependency correlations were

calculated for each subject -- the correlation with the cue on which

4
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the subjLet was trained and t. correlation with the now cue. In order

to obtain detailed information concerning the rul,:s used by subjects in

xelation to the two cues, the two sets of cue LL,,Ildency correlations

were further divided into two subsets -- the correlatiun with the cue

used according to the rule on which the subject was trained and the

correlation with the cue used according to the new rule. Four sets of

subject cue dependency correl:Aions thus resulted; (1) Trained Cue,

Trained Rule (c.g., linear cu.:!, linear rule); (2) Trained Cue, Nun

Rule (e.g., linear cue, nonlinear rule); (3) New Cue, Trained T.:!.e

(e.g., nonnnear cue, linear rule); (4) !hi Cue, New Rule (e.g.,

nonlinear cue, nonlinear rule). The two sets of lrei.ned Cue correlations

are diuuni_;sed first, followed by the two sets of New Cue correlations.

Trained Cul corr-lations. A 2x2x2::5 /a )VA with repeated measures

on the ferth factor was used to analyze Olo 6A-co.ts of Interaction

groups >: IPL), Rules ( Trained Rule x Rule), Cognitive Ce;.plemity

(Linear x Nonlinear) and Bloch;, respoctively. As can be seen in

Figures 11 end 12, the TL and IPL groups did not differ in level. of use

of the Trained Cue (F
1,72

0.2846; p > .2: C.:

2
,m 0.00%). There was,

of course, a tremendous differu.ce between 'IL lied Rule and New Rule

use of the Trained Cue
F1,72

( 161.3531; p < .001; 8
2

66.727).

Cognitive Complexity had no effect on level of use of the Trained Cue

across both Rule groups (11,72 m 0.7336: p > .25; i32 r,0.00%), but an

interaction between Rule and Cognitive Cc-plc,:ity (1172 5.7516;

p < .025; 8
2

.= 5.61R) resulted from the difference between Linear and

,
Nonlinear sul,jects in New Rule use (Y177 5.21)68; p < .025; 0

2

9.70%) :nd the lack of such a difference in lrrAllcd Rule use (F1

4
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1.885; p > .25; 2 0.47%). (The apparent linear use of the nonlinear

cue by Nonlinear subjects is due to the correlation with the linear

part of the nonlinear cua, rather than true linear use of the nonlinear

cue.) There was no overall Blocks effect (F
5,360

1.0035; p > .25),

although there was an interaction between Rules and Bleeps (F
5,360

4.4115; p < .001) . Lin:-!ar trend analyses indicated that this

interaction is in part due to a slight difference in treads betwen

Trained. Rule and Nc-,7 Rule use in the TL group (F138 e 3.6269; p < .10;

2
n 6.16) (Linear use of linear cue by Linear subjects increases over

necks while nonlinear use of linear cue by Linear subjects decretses).

Most of the interaction, however, is due to complex changes in the forms

of the curves which av not analyzed here. No other significant

linear trends or differences in trends were found among the variour;

groups.

The rein results of the analyses of subject Trained Cue dpead,:n-

cies are thet,et (1) Linear and Nonlinear subjects in both the II rnd

IPL groups adjusted their trained dependencies on the Trained Cuc

.(approximatcly .98 4. approximately . 70), and maintained their task-

matching dcpcodt:ncis across blocks of trials; (2) Neither the Linear

nor the Nonlinear subjects in the TL or IPL groups used the Trained

Cue according to the New Rule to any significant degree. In short,

all subjects correctly adjusted their trained policies according to

the demands of the interaction task. Eut the critical policy adjust-

ments occurred in relation to the cue which subjects were not train

to use, but hail to learn to use in the interaction tack. The subject

New-Cue correlations ere discusseJ next.

4
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New Cue corrclntions. The analysis used with thr New-Cue correla-

tions was similar to that used with the Trained-Cue eorrelatios.

The ANOVA procedure showed that the 11, group (Figure 13) and the IPL

group (Figure 14) differed in level of use of the Ncw Cue (F
1,72

4.8251; p < .05; n
2

m 4.561). As with the Trained-Cue correiatif:.11s,

there vas a large difference between Trained Rule and New Rule use of

the New Cue (F
1 72

m 27.7243; p < .001;
2
m 25.042). Cogni'Ave

Cot pleity also crfected NC4 Cue use (1'1,72 18.4798; p < .001;

0
2

= 17.9370. Ti,se significant nain effects are mitigated, however,

by the met that each of the three 2-way between-subjects inter-

Ections was significant; the single 3-way between-.oubjects interaction

was not significaA. Planned comparisons between groups were used

to interpret the interaction:. The interaction between Interaction

Groups and Rules (F1,72 m 4.1973; p < .05; 62 m 3.84%) (not a strong

effect) was due to the difference in mcgnitude of the effect of Rules

.
within the TL group (F1

72
to
2

5.1731; p < .05; m 9.45%) and within

the IPL group (F
1,72

26.7469; p < .001; 02 m 39.16%). The strong

interaction between Interaction Groups and Cognitive Complexity

.
(F
1,72

° 8.8156; p < .005; w
2
m 8.907) was doe to the presence of a

significant effect of Cognitive Complexity within the TL group

(F
1,72

= 26.4244; p < .001; 6
2
m 38.86%) and the absence of such an

effect io the 1PL group (F1,72r 0.8640; p > .25; 62 m 0.00%). Likewise,

the interaction between Rules and Cognitive Complexity (F1,72 n

2.

5.5711; p < .025; (2 m 5.40%) was brought about by the lack of an

effect of Cognitive Complexity within Trained Rule use (F1,72 = 1.8788;

.2
p > .10; .3 2.15%) and the presence of such an effect in New Fide
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use (F1 72
' 22.1722; p < .001; 6

2
= 34.61%). As can be seen in Figures

13 and 14, all of these effects derive from the lack of nonlinear use

of the nonlinear cue by the Linear subjects in the TI. group.

As was the case with the between-subjects factors, a significant

Blocks effect (F
5,360

= 4.2763; p < .001) rust be interpreted in

terms of the several interactions. There was an interaLtion

between Rules and Blocks (F
5,360

= 4.278.; p < .001) caused by increased

New Rules use of the New Cue as opposed to decreased a'raired Rule use

of the New Cue. Linear trend analyses showed that the New Rule and

Trained Rule tremls arc significantly different in both the TL

(V
1,38

= 15.1035; p < .001; a
2

= 26.07%) and the In (I'1,
38

m 44.9057;

p < .001; a2 G 52.33 ") groups. A weak 3 -ray interaction between

Interaction groups, Rules and Blocks (F5,30 n 2.2628; p < .05) occurred

as a result of the lack of a strong linear trend for Trained Rule use

in the TL group (F1,18 = 3.2921; p < .10; 6
2

10.2E70. New Rule use

in the IL group had a strong positive trend (F1,18 = 18.5618; 0 < .001;

6
2
= 46.7552), as did New Rule use in the IPL group (1'10 18 19.1544;

p < .001; 62 = 47.562). Trained Rule use in the IPL group showed a

strong negative truild (F1,18 29.4150; p < .001; 62 ,.- 58.69%). The

final interaction Arcs 3-way, involving Rules, Cognitive Cmplexity, and

Blocks (F
5,360

3.4099; p < .005); this interaction si-emrced from the

weak difference in trends between Linear and Nonlinear subjects,

Trained Rule use, in the IPL group (F1,18 = 4.3065; p < .10; 62 °

14.19%). Asil fro:, this mi.ir case, there were no differences !.r,

trends between Linear and Nonlinear subjects.
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Two main results are derived from the analyses of New Cve

correlations: (1) Linear subjects in the IPL group and Nonlinear

subjects in both the TL and JPL groups learned to use the New Cue

according to the New Rule, adjusting their dependencies to near-

matching level after 60-trials (.00 > approximately .50); Linear

subjects in the TL group did not learn to use the nonlinear cue

according to the nonlinear rule. (2) Subjects in the; IPL group

showed steadily decreased Trained Rule use of the aw Cue, while

subjects in the TL group showed more erratic, though decreasing,

Trained lule use of the New Cue. In stm,JAry, all subjects exeTt

the Linear suklects of the TL group correctly adjusted their trained

policies and learned new policies according to the demands of the

interaction task.

SI 7'-ary of Individual Tasktth-ptation

In the analyses of overall adaptation, rl, it was shown that,

while both the T1 and IPL groups adapted to the task, the IPL group

adapted significantly better than the TL group. Furtlernore, the

greater adaptation of the IPL group WO8 shown to be due to the

greater adaptation of the Linear subjects In the IPL group relative

to the Linear subjects in the T1, group. Since both interpersonal

learning and task learning contributed to the performance of the

subjects in the IPL group, the superiority of the performance of the

IPL group over the IL group (in which only task learning occurred)

can be attributed to interpersonal learning -- specifically the

interpersonal learning of the Linear subjects in the IPL group.

u
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The decomposition of subject-task adaptation into linear and nonlinear

components showed that Nonlinear subjects did not benefit: from inter-

personal learning because they wire able to acquire new linear adap-

tetion col:Tonats through task learning alone, as vell as through

task learning rel.-.bined with interpersonal. learning. Linear subjects,

on the other h-nd, r,:quircd interper,rorsq learning in order to acquire

nonlinear adaptation components. The importance of interpersonal

learning relative to ter.1:. learning, then, lay in the ability of sinple

Liner subjects to learn from complex Norlincer subjects the U70

of nonlinear adaptation ccmponents.

L::amination of cue dependencies provided detailed information

on the cogniti functioning of the various groups of subjects --

specifically their utilisation of infor,;Intion available in the

intcrperaoaal interacticn tasks. It was shown that interpersonal

learning was not necessary to the adir3tment of Trained Rule use

of the Trained Cue from truing to fr,tcrnction the inform;:tion

in the tasL vas sufficient. Further, and more importantly, it vas

shown that the critical contribW.ion of interpersonal learning was

in learning to 11:',e the Nev Cue. Task learning alone led to more

sustalwed and erratic Trained Rule use of the New Cue than with

interpersenal learning combined with task learning. This is un6or-

standable since task learning made the job of learning the New Rule

difficult; Linear subjects did not learn at all the nature of the new

nonlinear rul!. Linear and Nonlinear subjects in both the 11. and Fa

groups appreciated the irrortcuce of the New Cue (since they tried

to use it according to their Trained F.ules); but only Nonlinear
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subjects were able to learn the New Rule under task learning conditions.

The new nonlin;:ar rule reoal.ned a riysterious relation to the Linear

subjects until it was verbally explained to the by their Nonlinear

partnern in tic 3PL condition.

Intc)'porconal learnin,2, has thus been shown to contribute

importantly to tlio individual task adaptation of conitively simple

Linear subje:t paired with cognitively complex ::onlinear subjects,

in relation to nn interpersonal interaction task composed of a

linear and a nonlinear cur. Intemperonal learning was necessary to

enable Linear subjects to learn the use of the nonlinear cue from

Nonlinear subjects,

Joint Task Alutpt.ion

After makinf; their individual judgments a pair of subjects

announced these judgrents to 'aye another, discussed their differences,

and tv,recd on a joint ju4Lont representative of both their points

of view. The interactive effects of tech learning, interpersonal

learnihg and Cognitive Ccwolexity on ine.ividual tasi: adaptation have

been described atove. The question new is whether the indivit:.1

adaptation effects carried over to joint adaptation. If joint

adaptation was affected in the same way as individual adaptation, it

would be expected that pairs of subjects in the ]PL group would show

greater joint task adaptation than pairs in tire. TL group; further,

within the TL gro-p the Nonlinear pairs should outperform the Linear

pairs. Finally, the superior perform,:ner:s of the IPL group and the

Nonlinear within the Ti, group should arise from the nonuse of
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the nonlinear cue by Linear pairs in the TL group. The results of

two neasures of joint adaptation are reported -- a response measure

and a correlation measure.

Joigt_Error (JJ 7 1j)

The joint error measure of joint adaptation is a simple response

neasure consistin of the shscOmte error of joint judulent on each

trizd, 1J - Yl. Scores were averaged over 12 succos:iy 5-trisi

bloel:s for each p.ir of subjects, and o.lalyzed by ncans of a 2x12

ANOVA; Interaction groups (TL x IPL) try1 were the tvo factors,

with repented meesures on the second. As can be seen in Figure 15,

the IPI, group rOpred signific:ntly better to the task than the TL

group c1'
1,18

- 5.0083; p < ,05; 02 n 6.7(1Y.). A significant Nooks

effect (1'11,198 7.3067; p < .001) vas further v>:rmined by r.ea s of

linei,r trend analyses. there vas an overall sie,,nificant lineal trend

tcwar,I the criterion (F
1,18

" 32.8630; p < .001; 0
2

61.41:7), and

ao difference between the t:cuds for the IL and III groups (81,18

1.3054; p > .25; 02 a 1.50%) . T,ken separately, both the 'II group

(F1,8 = 13.1616; p < .01; a
2

= 54.88%) and the IPL gro,ip (F1,9 =

18.3651; p < .005; 0
2

63.46%) showed strong trends toward the

criterion.

Another 2x12 ANOVA was used to analyze the effects of Cognitive

Complexity (Linear x Nonlinear) and BlocLs within the IL group,

repeated measures on the second factor. Figure 16 graphically

represents the superior perfon'ance of the ;orilineor pairs within

the IL group (F1,8 .= 10.1490; p < .025; 62 47.76%). The sirnificant

Jv
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Blocks effect (F
11,198

= 7.3067; p < .001) has been shown above to

contain a significant linear trend. There was no difference in

trends between Linear and Nonlinear pairs ( F1,8 0.0174; p > .25;

6
2

m. 0.00X).

Thure are two main results of the joint err, ,7 analyses: (I)

While both the TL and IPL groups adapted significantly to the task,

the IPL pairs shooed significantly greater joint adaptation than the

TL pairs. (2) The Nonlinear pairs in the TL group adz,pted significantly

better to the task thwr the Linear pairs. Further understanding of

these performance differences can be gained through analyses of the

joint cue dependencies.

Joint Cue Dcpendencics (r )

1
The correlation between a pair's joint judgments and cue i,

rJ, is a m:.asure of joint cue utilization or dependency. As with

i

th' individual subject cue dependencies, correlations were computed

for 6bloels of 10-trials for each pair. Also, two sets of correlz2-

tions (transformed to Fisher Z-- scores) were analyzed -- the correlation

with the Trained Cue, and the correlation with the Ncw Cue. Because

the IPL group was composed of p:Irs consisting of one Linear subject

and one Nonlinear subject, the Z-scores for these pairs were averaged

over the two cu,,; and thus are the same for the Trained Cue and the

New Cue. No distinction was vide between lrained Rule and New Rule

in these analyses. Trained Cue correlations are considered first,

followed by New Cue correlations. Cue utilization within the TL

group is al.c cxonined.
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Trained Coe correlations. An unequal N, 2x6 ANOVA with repeated

measures on the second factor was used to assess the effects of

Interaction groups (TL x IPL) and Blocls on use of the Trained Cue.

As can be seen in Figure 17, the TL group used the Strong Cue

significantly more than did the IPL group (F1,28 u 5.6423; p < .025;

Q
2
u 13.40%). There vas a significant Blocks effect (F

5,140
= 3.1958;

p < .01), containing a significant linear trend for the In group

(F
1,19

= 10.2614; p < .005;
2
u 31.65%) but not for the TL group

(F 1,18
1.7188; p > .10;

2
u 6.70%). The lack of a tread in the TL

group is reflected in the slight differcnce in trends between Linear

and Nonlinear pairs within the group (F1,18 u 3.1841; p < .10; Q
2

17.92%). The Ti. group in general, then, relied more on the Trained

Cue than did the IPL group; they also used it mozo consistently

throughout the 60-trials.

New Cue correlations. The Neu Cue analysis was similar to the

Trained Cue analysis. Figure 18 shows the large difference in New

Cue utilization between 1L and IPL groups (F
1,28

u 12.2386; p < .005;

62 u 27.25%). The significant Blocks effect (F
5,140

6.6974;

p < .001) consisted, in part, of the aforementioned IPL linear trend,

aid else a linear trend for the TL group (,1,18 = 15.5560; p < .001;

QZ ° 59.28%). There was a slight difference in trends between the

Linear and Nonlinear 'IL pairs (ii,18 = 3.0704; p < .10; 02 u 17.15%).

The IPL group clearly relied much pore heavily on the New Cue than

the TL group; the TL group, however, significantly increased its

use of the New Cue over trials.

UG
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Within the TL group. Since the TL group was composed of pairs

consisting of either two Linear subjects or tvo Nonlinear subjects,

the joint performances of these two types of TL pairs can be compared.

A 2x2x6 ANOVA with repeated measures on the third factor was used

to examine the effects of Cue (Trained Cue x New Cue), Cognitive

Complexity ( Linear x Nonlinear) and Blocks on joint cue utilization.

Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the much greater use of the Trained Cue

over the New Cue (F
1,16

= 29.6691; p < .001; 0
2

= 58.91%). There was

a significant interaction between Cue and Cognitive Complexity (F1,16 =

5.4492; p < .05; n
2
= 18.20%). Planned comparisons showed that the

interaction was due to the lack of a difference between Linear and

Nonlinear pairs in Trained Cue usage (F1,16 = 0.2009; p > .25; 4
2

=

0.00%) and the existence of such a difference in New Cue usage

(F
1,16

= 7.7390; p < .025; 02 = 40.26%). This difference in use of

the New Cue -- much greater by Nonlinear pairs than by Linear pairs --

is the key effect of Cognitive Complexity on joist adaptation. A

significant Blocks effect (F5.80 = 3.0683; p < .025) contained a

significant linear trend (F1.18 = 5.7074; p < .05; 62 = 19.05%);

although there was an interaction between Cues and Blocks (F5.80 =

2.4750; p < .05), there was no difference in trend between Trained

Cue ure and New Cue use (F1,18 = 0.0392; p > .25; 0
2

= 0.00%).

(Slight differences between the trends of Linear and Nonlinear subjects

have been noted above.) Within the TL grcup, then, the Trained Cue

was utilized to a much greater extent than the New Cue. Most of this

difference in cue utilization can be attributed to the nonuse of the

new nonlinear cue by the Linerr pairs.

ti u
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Sumrary of Joint Trsk Adaptation

The joint error and j,--int cue dependency analyr,es produced the

following main results: (1) The joint adaptation for the IPL pairs

was significantly better than that for the TL pairs; (2) Nonlinear

pairs in the TL group adapted significantly better than Linear pairs

in the Tr, group; (3) The TL group utilized the Trained Cue no7hat.

more than the IPL group, uhile the IPL group utilized the New Cue to

a much greater extent than the IL group; the latter difference 1038

due to a great erteLt to the nonuse of the new nonlinear cue by the

Linear pairs in the TL group. These are the effects expected from

the individual t; s;; adaptation results described above. Thus the

interaction beteen task learning, interpersonal learning and Cognitive

Complezity affects both individual and joint task 04;1tation and

constitutes the rajor finding of this study: Interpersonal learning

aided tr-Ac adaptation relative to task learning when cognitively rimple

(linear) subjects could learn from cognitive complex (nonlinear)

subjects how to use a complex (nonlinear) component of the task.

6 .;
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DISCUSSION

The results are discussed first of all in relation to other empiri-

cal studies of interpersonal learnin;,,, and secondly in relation to the

general method,Aogical problems of the study of interpersonal learning.

empirical Studios of Interirsonal Lo:arnina

The rajoe finding of the present study -- that cognitively simple

Linear subjects learned fro:n cognitively complex Nonlinear subjects

how to use coplex (nonlinear) task components -- confirms the earlier

findings of. Miller & Havoond (1969) which showed similar effects of

Cognitive Complexity on subject task adaptation. Differences in

procedure between the tt:o studies provide added weight to the coliparable

results. In the Miner & Hammond study, conditions analogour,, to the

present IL condition consisted of single subjects, trained to use one

of two cues, interacting with tasks consisting of two equally valid

cues. One of the two cues in these tasks wag; the cue the subjects

were trained to use and the other was the cue they were trained to

ignore (or use only slightly). Thus TL subjects in the Hiller & Ust,mond

study had some prior trained knowledge of the New Cue and the New

Rule -- they had been instructed in the form of the New Rule in

training and had experirented in its use. IL subjects in the present

study, on the other hand, worked as pairs of identically trained

subjects, none of the members of which had any prior knowledge whctso-

ever of the New Cue or the New Rule. Simi):.r differences exist between
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the IPL subjects of the two studies, except, of course, in both cases

subjects worked as pairs. Further differences between studies include

length of interpersonal interaction (20-trials for Miller & Hammond,

60-trials for the present study) and meaning given to cues (political

meaning for Miller 6 Hammond, simple numerical scales for the present

study).

Despite all of the above differences in procedure, then, (and,

no doubt, many more) the effects of cognitive complexity were robust

enough to determine the outcome of subject task adaptation in both

studies. Furthermore, the present study extends these findings from

individual task adaptation to joint task adaptation.

The earlier results of Earle 6 Miller (1969) concerning the

effects of Cognitive Complexity on interpersonal learning are clarified

by the present findings. The Earle 6 Miller study, unlike the Miller &

Hammond study, contained no control for task learning -- differential

interpersonal learning among treatment groups thus could not be assessed.

While many of the procedural differences noted between Miller 6 Hammond

and the present study hold for the Earle 6 Miller study (not including

cue meaning), the strong comparability of results between the first

two studies argues that inferences drawn from the present TL control

con4ition can be applied to the Earle 6 Miller results. The effects

of Cognitive Complexity on the present TL group were sue:1 that Linear

subjects were unable to learn to use 0 e new nonliaear rule, while

Nonlinear subjects did learn to use the new linear rule; as a result,

Nonlinear subjects adapted significantly better to the interpersonal

interaction task than Linear subjects. In the Earle 6 Miller study,

ti 6
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Nonlinear subjects, when paired with Linear subjectsiin an IPL condition,

also adapted significantly better than their Linear ijartners. But

in the present study, no difference was found betwee6 the adaptation

of Linear and Nonlinear subjects in the IPL group. ':!he differences

between these two results can be reconciled 'by notin; that it was

shown in the present study that use of the nonlinear cue by Linear

subjects in the IPL group rose rapidly during the first half of the

60 interaction trials and fluctuated with a gradual rise for the

remaining 30-trials. Thus the 20-trials allowed hy4arle & Miller

may not have been sufficient for complete learning the new nonlinear

rule. Since it has been shown that Nonlinear subjects required no

information from Linear subjects in order to learn.;to use the linear

cue -- and they learned more rapidly than Linear sttljects learned the

nonlinear rule the adaptation of the Nonlinear l'ubjects in the Earle E.

Miller IPL groups cannot be said to h,ve been enha;:ced by interpersonal

learning. The adaptation shown by the Linear subjiAts, on the other

hand, while less than that of their Nonlinear part,ters, can neverthe-

i

less be attributed to interpersonal learning. Theresults of the

present study indicate that, within the span of ilOadditional trials,

the performances of the Linear and Nonlinear subje%ts in the Earle &

Miller study would have become equal, as the result! interpersonal

learning by the Linear subjects.

The finding in the present study that it is tte new nonlinear rule

that is learned by Linear subjects from Nonlinear sibjects in the IPL

group provides a basis for understanding CI Irtera:tion of Cognitive

Complexity and interpersonal learning. PICA ./ pair of subjects
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completed individual training and came together to work on the inter-

personal interaction task, each was confronted by two differenes

between the interaction task and his training task: (1) The car on

which he was trained no longer was the sole deteminer of the level of

the criterion variable -- it had lost a scud deal of its vaildi y.

(2) The cue he was trained to ignore vas ro longer insignifica,,t -- it

had come to be a partial determiner of the criterion, and was rcIltod

to the criterion in some unknown way. In order to successfuny adopt

to the task, then, each subject had to decrease his reliance on riq

Trained C13 and increase his use of the. New Cue, using it acnold

the New Rule.

In the analyses of the Trained Cue correlations, it was shown

that subjects in both the TL and IPL groups correctly adjusted their

Trained Rule use of the Trained Cue, decreasing their dependencies

to ,catch the interaction task. Now the question 1E the recognition

of the importance of the New Cue. Suct recognition can take the form

of either Trained or New Rule use of the New Cue. Both the TL and IPL

groups initially showed they thought the New Cue was important by

uqing it according to their Trained Rules. Trained Rule use of the

New Cue declined quite replay it the IPL group, r.hile being

maintained au a moderate level or declining slowly in th; TL group.

Whether they used it according to Trained or New Rule, all subjects

reccgnized the validity of the Hew Cue (Subjective cue weightings,

gathered every 10-trials t.om each subject and averaged over trials

and subjects showed approximately equal cue weightings -- 54.7 for

Trained Cue, 45.3 for New Cue -- with no difference between TL and IPL
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groupb).

ance subjects in both the TL and IPL groups decreased their

use of the Trained Cue and increased (or tried to increase) their

use of the New Cue, the differences between :he two groups tut be

due to the manner in which the New Cue was used. The analyses of

the 'et1 Cue correlations showed significant New Rule use of the New

Cue by Linear subjects in the IPL group and Fonlinear subjects in the

TL end TPL groups. The Linear subjects in the TL group, however, did

not learn to use the new nonlitear cue accerding to the nonlinear

rule. The key effect was this Nonlinear subjects learned, through

task feedback alone, the linear rule relat.ng the New Cue to the

criterion. Linear subjects could not 'earl, through task feedback

alone, the nonlinear vole relating the New Cue to tl a criterion.

But Linear subjects, with the aid of Nonlinear subjects (presumably

tioti3h Nerbal description3), did learn to use the New Cue sccording

to the nonlinear rule. This conclusion -- that verbal descriptions

arc very important (if not necessary) in the learning of nonlinear

ruses is consistent with several earlier studies. Both bemmond &

Stmmers (1965) and Summers & Hammond (196.i) found task instructions

to be a critical factor in learning nonlinear rules -- the more

elplicit the instructions, the greater the use of the nonlinear rule.

Wlea no instructions concerning the use cf the nonlinear rule were

given, tht mean cue-utilization elefficlent for the nonlinear cue

in a two-cue task was approximat .ly .10 (Z), after 100 trials (Hammond &

8ummers, 1965)1 In Summers' (1967) study of rule learning versus cue

learning, it was found that in a 3-cue task containing one valid
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linear cue (the other 2 cues had no validity), there were no differences

in task adaptation anon: cue learning, rule learning and complete

learning groups. However, there were signifieent differences among

cue learning, rule learning, and ceep!ete learning groups in a 3-cue

ter% containing one valid nonlinea; cue: Subjects who had to learn

either both the relevant cue and nonlinear rule (cempleee learning)

or just the nonlinear rule (rule learning) adapted sigeificently less

well than eut)jects who bed only to learn the relevant cue (cue learning).

Finally, in a more recent siedy (Semmers, Talieferro, 6 Fletcher, 1969),

verbal descriptions significantly enhanced the ability of subjects to

learn nonlinear aspects of target jud2,ment policies. Subjects not

provided with verbal descriptions of the nonlieear componcets of judgeent

policies were not able to util!..ze these colliporients.

In diecteeJine his findings concerning the difficulty :f learning

to use nonlinear rules, Summers (1%?) reasoned that the difficulty

lay in the "potentially unlimited nuebe: of possible cue-criterion

rules." Similarly, Smmers, Taliaferro, end Fletcher (1960) pointed

out that ". . . if an individual believed that either a high or low

level of foreign aid retarded growth, while a 'moderate' level promoted

At, this ese of tba foreign aid dimension would not be reflected in

a linear regression meth'. (another information condition). On the

other hand, such a use of the foreign aid dimension could readily be

transmitted in a verbal description of one's policy," In view of the

findings cited here, as well as the Miller 6, Hammond results discussed

earlier, it seems clear that the key to the learning of nonlinear rules

lies in sone description -- verbal or otherwise -- of the form of the

76
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relation between cue and criterion. Without such a description a

subject has only three alternatives when faced with a new nonlinear

cue: (1) Be can assume that it is linear and use it that way (as

did the Linear subjects in the present study). (2) Afton discovering

that the relation is not positively linear, he can reverse his rule and

try a negative linear relation. (3) 'laving no luck with the first two

alternatives he may try some sort of nonlinear relation; more likely

he will assume the cue is not related to the criterion in any way and

becme very irritated with such an arhitrary, pointless tar:h (not on

oncorvon response among Linear snbjects in the TL grot' :).

Kn cumu,.ary, the present findings en the interaction of Cognitive

Complexity and interpersonal learning, are very sitTle: It hr.s been

shown that cognitively simple subjcem can learn from cognitively

complex subjects complex information which they could learn from

the correct answer feedback of the tack. Sore of the methodological

implications of these findings are discussed below.

She Methodology of the Study of Interpersonal Learnin.g.

In the introduction to this study it was argued that the logic

of tho study of interpersonal learning required a method which could

(1) Assess the effects of an independent variable on task learning; and

(2) Assess the effects of the same independent variable on task

learning combind with interpersonal learning. With task adaptation

as the dependent variable, differences between the two groups could

be attributed to the effects of interpersonal les.ning. In the ethos

section it was sliown that the lens nodal paradigm for the study of
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interpersonal learning fulfills the requirements stated above. Finally,

the results of the interpersonal learning study reported here demonstrate

the usefulnero of the lens model paradigm in the study of interpersonal

learning. Not only con the lens re6e1 method show the occurrence of

intexperso.wil learning, the parameterJ of Cie lens model indicate

.precisely who learned that from whorl. It is important to note that

within the lens m,,del paradify the learnilig and use of am on or

degree of cue-criterion relation can he studied. Thus, the present

study represents only a tcnt.;:tive step towards the understLnding of

the effects of Cognitive (both quantitive -- number of

cues, am', qualitative -- ronlinc:Irity) on .interpersonal Ica iirg

which could be achieved through the case of the lens model pariidign

(see Bpallan, 1969, for general df.sc_ussion of the importt,nce of the

lens model paradigm) .

Despite the demonstrated utility of the lens r!),Iel uradign

the study of interpersonal learning, at least one important methodolo-

gical problem rom;:ins open: Brehmer (1960 has corroAly pointed out

that if two subjects in rn1 IPL condition decide to a'1apt to the tack,

the cognitive conflict (differenc,s in cue utilization) between them

will be reduced. If, on the other hand, they decide to adapt to each

other (i.e., to reduce conflict), they will also adapt to the task.

Adaptation to the task and reduction of cognitive conflict are thus

confounded. But what is involved in the reduction of cognitive

conflict? Precisely the cane process es is involved in task adapta-

tion - -- i.e., the learning; from the other person the rule he utilizes

in processing imfonaation from the cue on which be was traired.
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Without such interpersonal learning the reduction of cognitive conflict

would not be possible (assuming a complex rule is involved -- i.e., one

that cannot be learned from tas); feedback. alone).

0o, the situation concerning the confounding of task adaptation

and the reduction of cognitive conflict is not as critical as it first

would appear. Still, some experimental or analytical disentanglement

of the two factors may prove beneficial to the underntanding of both.

Brehmer (1969), for instance, suggests the analytical partialing out

of conflict from task effects. The details of this procedure (if

at all feasible) have not as yet been wcrkcd out.



FOOTNOTES

1Portions of this work were presented at the meetings of the Western

Psychological Association, Los Angeles, April, 1970.

2The author gratefully acknowledges the contributions of Kenneth R.

Hammond and his associates at the Institute of Behavioral Science,

University of Colorado, Boulder. Paul Slovic and Robyn Dawes of the

Oregon Research Institute provided invaluable support and assistance.
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